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Homeric Paraphrase and the Study of Scriptures 
at Qumran

Pieter B. Hartog

The Dead Sea scrolls are a treasure trove for scholars working on the reading, 
transmission, and interpretation of biblical and other traditions in ancient 
Judaism.1,2 One of the most conspicuous features of ancient Jewish tex-
tual scholarship is the various ways in which scriptural and other traditions 
are rewritten and retold.3 Academic debates on what Geza Vermes labeled 
“Rewritten Bible”4 have largely focused on two issues: terminology (both the 
“rewritten” and the “Bible” part are contested5) and the character of the phe-
nomenon (should we think of “Rewritten Bible” as a literary genre or of “rewrit-
ing” as a compositional technique?6). These debates, though important in their 
own right, have directed scholarly attention away from other issues, including 
the socio-historical background of rewriting and retelling in ancient Judaism.

A notable exception to this tendency is a 2013 study by Jonathan Ben-Dov, 
who argued that Alexandrian Homer scholarship o�fers “a new point of lever-
age for evaluating the multiple texts of the Pentateuch at the height of the 

1 I presented earlier versions of this article at the meeting of the International Organisation 
for Qumran Studies in Aberdeen, the Oudtestamentisch Werkgezelschap in Nederland en 
België, and the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) Research Seminar in Cambridge. I am grateful 
to the participants in these meetings for their feedback; to James Aitken for his invitation 
to Cambridge; and to Jonathan Ben-Dov and Molly Zahn for their detailed comments on an 
earlier version of this article.

2 Literature on this topic is vast. Bernstein, “Contribution”; Bernstein, “Looking” provide help-
ful overviews.

3 On these practices not being con��ned to scriptural material see now Zahn, Genres; also 
Hempel, “Bible.” On the importance of retelling in addition to rewriting see Brooke, “Orality,” 
who helpfully questions the primacy of written-ness in our analyses of the Scrolls. I thank 
Molly Zahn and George Brooke for sharing the manuscripts of their forthcoming contribu-
tions with me.

4 Vermes, Scripture, 67–126. On the background to the concept see Vermes, “Genesis.”
5 On retelling and rewriting see Brooke, “Orality.” Most scholars now prefer to speak of 

“Rewritten Scripture” instead of “Rewritten Bible”; see Zahn, “Rewritten Scripture.”
6 See the overviews in Klostergaard Petersen, “Borderline”; Machiela, “Once More”; Zahn, 

“Rewritten Scripture.” Arguing for “Rewritten Bible/Scripture” as a genre category: Vermes, 
Scripture; Bernstein, “Rewritten Bible”; Alexander, “Retelling.” Arguing for “rewriting Scripture” 
as a scribal technique: Brooke, “Rewritten Bible”; Falk, Parabiblical.
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Homeric Paraphrase and the Study of Scriptures 
at Qumran

Pieter B. Hartog

The Dead Sea scrolls are a treasure trove for scholars working on the reading, 
transmission, and interpretation of biblical and other traditions in ancient 
Judaism.1,2 One of the most conspicuous features of ancient Jewish tex-
tual scholarship is the various ways in which scriptural and other traditions 
are rewritten and retold.3 Academic debates on what Geza Vermes labeled 
“Rewritten Bible”4 have largely focused on two issues: terminology (both the 
“rewritten” and the “Bible” part are contested5) and the character of the phe-
nomenon (should we think of “Rewritten Bible” as a literary genre or of “rewrit-
ing” as a compositional technique?6). These debates, though important in their 
own right, have directed scholarly attention away from other issues, including 
the socio-historical background of rewriting and retelling in ancient Judaism.

A notable exception to this tendency is a 2013 study by Jonathan Ben-Dov, 
who argued that Alexandrian Homer scholarship o�fers “a new point of lever-
age for evaluating the multiple texts of the Pentateuch at the height of the 

1 I presented earlier versions of this article at the meeting of the International Organisation 
for Qumran Studies in Aberdeen, the Oudtestamentisch Werkgezelschap in Nederland en 
België, and the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) Research Seminar in Cambridge. I am grateful 
to the participants in these meetings for their feedback; to James Aitken for his invitation 
to Cambridge; and to Jonathan Ben-Dov and Molly Zahn for their detailed comments on an 
earlier version of this article.

2 Literature on this topic is vast. Bernstein, “Contribution”; Bernstein, “Looking” provide help-
ful overviews.

3 On these practices not being con��ned to scriptural material see now Zahn, Genres; also 
Hempel, “Bible.” On the importance of retelling in addition to rewriting see Brooke, “Orality,” 
who helpfully questions the primacy of written-ness in our analyses of the Scrolls. I thank 
Molly Zahn and George Brooke for sharing the manuscripts of their forthcoming contribu-
tions with me.

4 Vermes, Scripture, 67–126. On the background to the concept see Vermes, “Genesis.”
5 On retelling and rewriting see Brooke, “Orality.” Most scholars now prefer to speak of 

“Rewritten Scripture” instead of “Rewritten Bible”; see Zahn, “Rewritten Scripture.”
6 See the overviews in Klostergaard Petersen, “Borderline”; Machiela, “Once More”; Zahn, 

“Rewritten Scripture.” Arguing for “Rewritten Bible/Scripture” as a genre category: Vermes, 
Scripture; Bernstein, “Rewritten Bible”; Alexander, “Retelling.” Arguing for “rewriting Scripture” 
as a scribal technique: Brooke, “Rewritten Bible”; Falk, Parabiblical.
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Second Temple period.”7 Ben-Dov points to Aristotle and his successors in the 
Alexandrian Library and Museum to show that Greek textual scholarship in 
the Hellenistic period developed a keen interest in the narrative ��ow of the 
Greek classics—most prominently Homer. Recognising a similar interest in 
the pre-Samaritan texts of the Torah, Ben-Dov challenges the characterisation 
of the pre-Samaritan tradition as a “vulgar” tradition, proposing instead to con-
ceive of it as an academic textual tradition that became the object of debate 
amongst various ancient Jewish groups.

Whereas Ben-Dov concentrated on the academic interests that informed 
ancient Jewish rewritings of the Torah, this article will focus on practices of 
rewriting. How do practices of rewriting and retelling in the Qumran scrolls 
compare to similar practices in other traditions? And whence did the scholar-
scribes that wrote and copied the Scrolls obtain knowledge of such practices? 
These questions cannot, to be sure, be answered in one article. In what follows, 
I will suggest that the answer should at least contain a careful consideration 
of the central role of paraphrase in Greek education and scholarship in the 
Hellenistic and Roman periods. After a survey of paraphrase in the Greek tra-
dition, as illustrated by paraphrases of the Homeric epics, I will compare it to 
paraphrase in the Qumran scrolls, as exempli��ed by the manuscripts 4Q422, 
4Q370, and 4Q158.

I will use “paraphrase” for both the Greek and the Qumran material, rather 
than “rewriting” or “retelling.” This is not self-evident, given that a main dif-
ference between the Greek and Qumran paraphrases is the absence of a term 
equivalent with Greek παράφρασις in the latter.8 At the same time, the terms 
παράφρασις and paraphrasis are well-attested in sources by and large contem-
poraneous with the Qumran collection, and the practices to which these terms 
refer ��nd parallels in the Qumran manuscripts examined here.9 In spite of the 
problems involved, I will thus adopt “paraphrase” to refer to these practices, 
taking the term, in line with its use in ancient rhetorical literature, as referring 
in a broad sense to both “a[n] … extensive type of editing …, usually involving 
a major or minor rephrasing of the content”10 and “a series of small addition…, 
omissions, alterations, and rearrangements.”11

7  Ben-Dov, “Texts,” 232.
8  For an explanation of this di�ference see the section on “Language and Authorship” below.
9  This is not to suggest that “paraphrase” and “rewriting/retelling” are synonyms: some 

examples classi��ed as “rewriting” in the study of ancient Jewish literature involve sys-
tematic and large-scale transpositions of earlier material that seem to be alien to Greek 
παράφρασις (but may ��nd parallels elsewhere in ancient Greek scholarship). On “rewrit-
ing” and associated terms see the insightful discussion of Zahn, Genres.

10  Tov, djd 13:187.
11  Zahn, Rethinking, 18.
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1 Paraphrase in Greek Education and Scholarship

Paraphrase was ubiquitous in Greek education and scholarship. The clearest 
testimony for this comes from works on rhetoric like Theon’s Progymnasmata, 
Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria, and Pseudo-Aelius Aristides’s Ars Rhetorica. 
Based on Pseudo-Aristides’s di�ferent paraphrases of Il. 1,12 Karl Lehrs devel-
oped his classic distinction between rhetorical and grammatical paraphrases.13 
Rhetorical paraphrases, for Lehrs, are paraphrases “die mit stylistischen 
Zwecken gemacht wurden und nicht bestimmt neben dem Dichtertext gelesen 
zu werden.”14 Grammatical paraphrases deal with “einzelne Wörter” or render 
“Sätze in tre�fende Uebertragung”15 and remain close to the structure and for-
mulations of their base texts.

This distinction ��nds con��rmation in Theon and Quintilian. Theon, in a dif-
��cult passage, seems to distinguish a type of paraphrase in which the student 
learns a base text by heart and reproduces it in the exact same words, from 
another in which the student portrays the thought of one author in the style 
of the other.16 The ��rst type of paraphrase, writes Theon, is suitable for begin-
ning students who had just left the classroom of the grammatikos, whereas the 
second type is suited to more advanced students. Quintilian similarly distin-
guishes two types of paraphrase, which correspond to di�ferent stages in the 
student’s mastery of this technique:

I have now ��nished with two of the departments, with which teachers 
of literature [grammatici, pbh] profess to deal…. We must however add 
to their activities instruction in certain rudiments of oratory for the ben-
e��t of those who are not yet ripe for the schools of rhetoric. Their pupils 
should learn to paraphrase Aesop’s fables … in simple and restrained lan-
guage (narrare sermone puro et nihil se supra modum extollente) and sub-
sequently to set down this paraphrase in writing with the same simplicity 
of style: they should begin by analysing each verse, then give its meaning 
in di�ferent language, and ��nally proceed to a freer paraphrase (para-
phrasi audacius vertere) in which they will be permitted now to abridge 
and now to embellish the original, so far as this may be done without 
losing the poet’s meaning.17

12  Ps.-Aristid., Rh. 1.14.
13  Lehrs, Pindarscholien, 49–67.
14  Lehrs, Pindarscholien, 50.
15  Lehrs, Pindarscholien, 52.
16  Theon, Progymn. 15.
17  Inst. 1.9.1–3 (Butler, lcl).
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The following paraphrase of Il. 9.593–594, from the preface to Theon’s hand-
book, can serve as an illustration of what rhetorical paraphrases would look 
like:

Homer has spoken of the capture of a city in this way (Iliad 9.593–94): 
“They kill the men, and ��re levels the city,/And some lead o�f children and 
others deep-zoned women.” Demosthenes (19.65) adapts it thus, “When 
we were on our way to Delphi, necessarily we saw all these things: houses 
destroyed, walls thrown down, a place deserted by those in the prime 
of life, few women and children, and pitiful old men.” Aeschines (3.157) 
treats it thus: “Look at their disasters in your imagination and think you 
are seeing their city captured, the throwing down of walls, burning of 
houses, temples robbed, women and children led into slavery, old men, 
old women learning late to forget liberty.”18

For Theon, therefore, the ��nal aim of paraphrase was the composition of litera-
ture. As students beginning their rhetorical training (the addressees of Theon’s 
handbook) learned to paraphrase the Greek classics, they simultaneously 
developed their abilities as authors.

1.1 Paraphrase on Papyrus
Given the similarities in how Pseudo-Aristides, Theon, and Quintilian write 
about paraphrase, the distinction between grammatical and rhetorical para-
phrase appears to have been well-established in ancient rhetoric. Yet the vari-
ous paraphrastic materials preserved on papyrus complicate this picture.19 
These paraphrastic papyri challenge the strict distinction between grammati-
cal and rhetorical paraphrase—to the extent that some paraphrases on papy-
rus appear to fall in between these two categories20—and testify to the varied 
uses of paraphrase in di�ferent stages on the educational ladder. A brief discus-
sion of two papyri will illustrate this. The ��rst, PSI 12.1276 (TM 61131;21 1st cen-
tury bce or ce), is a grammatical paraphrase of Il. 2.617–670 on papyrus. The 
second, Bodleian Greek Inscription 3019 (TM 61276; 3rd century ce), is part of 
a schoolbook on wood and o�fers a rhetorical paraphrase of Il. 1.1–21.

18  Theon, Progymn. 1 (trans. Kennedy, Progymnasmata, 6).
19  For an overview of the corpus see Fernández Delgado, “Paráfrasis.”
20  An example is P.Erl. 5 inv. 3 (TM 60445); see Fernández Delgado, “Paráfrasis,” 12; Fernández 

Delgado, “Peculiar.”
21  TM numbers refer to the Trismegistos database available at https://www.trismegistos

.org/.
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PSI 12.1276 presents lines from the Iliad and their translations in koine Greek 
in alternation, with the paraphrases being presented en ekthesei.22 This para-
phrase of Il. 2.620–621—a passage from the Homeric Catalogue of Ships—
illustrates the approach of this paraphrase:

8 [τῶν μὲν ἄρ᾿ Ἀμφίμαχος καὶ Θάλπι]ος ἡγησάσθην,
9   [τούτων μὲν δὴ] Ἀμφίμαχος καὶ Θάλπιος ἡγοῦντ[ο,]
10 [υἷες ὁ μὲν Κτεάτου, ὁ δ᾿ ἄρ᾿] Εὐρύτου, Ἀκτορίωνε·
11   [υἱοὶ ὁ μὲν Κτεά]του, ὁ δ᾿ Εὐρύπτου, Ἀκτορίω[νες·]

8 [“Them, then,] commanded [Amphimachus and Thalpi]us,” (Il. 2.620)
9  ⟨vacat⟩ [these, then] Amphimachus and Thalpius command[ed]
10 [“sons, one of Cteatus, the other] of Eurytus, from the house of Actor” 

(Il. 2.621)
11  ⟨vacat⟩ [sons, one of Ctea]tus, the other of Euryptus, from the 

[house of] Actor.
PSI 12.1276 1:8–1123

Paraphrases in PSI 12.1276 stay close to their Homeric base texts. Their principal 
aim is to translate Homer’s words into koine Greek, replacing Homeric words 
(e.g., υἷες, Ἀκτορίωνε, ἡγησάσθην) or syntax (e.g., τῶν as a demonstrative pro-
noun) with their koine equivalents. In so doing, the paraphrases in PSI 12.1276 
rarely alter the word-order of their base texts and never exceed the limits of the 
Homeric hexameters.

The approach of PSI 12.1276 contrasts starkly with Bodleian Greek Inscription 
3019. This designation refers to the seven wooden tablets of a schoolbook from 
the 3rd century ce. The paraphrase I present here features in tablets 1b and 
4a.24 Its character can be gauged by comparing Il. 1.1–2 with its paraphrase in 
the tablet:

1 Мῆνιν ἄειδε, θεά, Πηληιάδεω Ἀχιλῆος
2 οὐλομένην, ἣ μυρί᾽ Ἀχαιοῖς ἄλγε᾽ ἔθηκεν

22  Images of the manuscript can be found at http://www.psi-online.it/documents/psi;12;1276. 
For a discussion see Bartoletti, “Papiri,” 177–86 (editio princeps); Fernández Delgado, 
“Paráfrasis,” 8–11.

23  Greek text from Bartoletti, “Papiri,” 181. Translations of ancient sources are my own unless 
otherwise indicated.

24  See Parsons, “School-Book,” 134 for the contents of the entire schoolbook.
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1 Sing of the accursed wrath, goddess, of Achilles, Peleus’s son,
2 which caused countless pains for the Achaeans.

Il. 1.1–225

1 Ἄρξομαι ἀπὸ σοῦ, ὦ Μοῦσα, τοιαύτης
2 ἐχόμενος τῆς ὑποθέσεως· αὐτὴ οὖν
3 μοι παριστᾶσα, ὦ δέσποινα. ἐξηγουμένη
4 τὴν Ἀχι� εὺς ἀγανάκτησιν καὶ τὰς
5 ἐκ ταῦτης ξυμβεβηκυῖας τοῖς Ἕ� ησι
6 συμφορὰς.

1 I will start with you, Muse, keeping closely to this
2 hypothesis. You be
3 assisting me, o Lady, relating in full
4 Achilles’s vexation and the
5–6 misfortunes that happened to the Greeks as a result of it.

Bodleian Greek Inscription 3019, tablet 1b, lines 1–626

This paraphrase does not include its Homeric base text and follows the word 
order and line length of its base text less closely than PSI 12.1276. José-Antonio 
Fernández Delgado observes that certain comments in the paraphrase contain 
omissions geared towards softening crude details in the base text, lending “un 
componente explicativo y didáctico a la exposición.”27 Hence, PSI 12.1276 is not a 
grammatical paraphrase, but “an elaborate rhetorical retelling of Iliad I 1–21.”28

1.2 Paraphrase in Greek Education and Scholarship
For rhetorical authors such as Theon, Quintilian, and Pseudo-Aristides, the ��nal 
aim of paraphrase is the development of one’s style and the ability to produce 
literary writings of one’s own. Student exercises preserved on papyrus show, 
however, that paraphrase was used at all stages of the educational career.29 
As Ra�faella Cribiore and Teresa Morgan have emphasised, Greek literate 
education in the Hellenistic and Roman periods was, by and large, a three-step 

25  Greek text from Dindorf and Hentze, Ilias, 1.
26  Greek text from Fernández Delgado, “Paráfrasis,” 21. For a translation into English which 

di�fers from mine see Morgan, Education, 205–6.
27  Fernández Delgado, “Paráfrasis,” 24.
28  Parsons, “A School-Book,” 138. Cf. Fernández Delgado, Paráfrasis,” 24; Morgan, Literate, 208.
29  I concentrate on literate education, but the study of literature should not be isolated too 

strongly from other types of study. Cf. Morgan’s (Education, 33–39 [quote at 35]) discussion 
of enkyklios paideia, which, according to Quintilian (Inst. 1.10.1), included “learning to read 
and write, grammar, literature, geometry, astronomy, the principles of music and logic.”
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process.30 At the ��rst stage, students would learn letters, syllables, and words. 
Paraphrase served to acquaint students with the contents and language of the 
Greek classics. At the second stage, students would study under the tutelage 
of a grammatikos and acquire a thorough familiarity with the study of litera-
ture in all its facets. Paraphrasing the Greek classics in koine Greek provided 
students with linguistic and stylistic competence. The so-called grammati-
cal paraphrases must probably be situated at this stage and the beginning of 
the next one (cf. PSI 12.1276).31 The ��nal stage consisted of rhetorical training, 
preceded by the progymnasmata. At this stage, students would broaden their 
knowledge of literature, history, and other ��elds, and learn to engage critically 
and creatively with the works they studied. Rhetorical paraphrases, geared 
towards the development of one’s own style, belong here. After ��nishing their 
rhetorical education students would enter the ranks of the pepaideumenoi.

Greek literate education was highly repetitive in terms of both its contents 
and its forms. All stages of Hellenistic education would revolve around the 
same classical authors (particularly Homer, Euripides, and Isocrates32) and 
include the same kind of exercises, such as chreiai and paraphrases. This rep-
etition is evident not only from the presence of paraphrastic exercises catering 
to students at di�ferent stages of their educational career, but also from the 
presence of paraphrase in other scholarly works, including the D scholia, com-
mentaries, and technical treatises.33

In sum, paraphrase was widespread in Greek literate education, and stu-
dents encountered it at di�ferent stages during their schooling. On the more 
basic levels, students would bene��t from grammatical paraphrases to make 
sense of grammatical and stylistic peculiarities in their base texts. As they 
ascended higher onto the educational ladder, rhetorical paraphrases would 
train students to engage the base texts of these paraphrases in their own lit-
erary endeavours. As Morgan remarks, the elaborate paraphrase in Bodleian 
Greek Inscription 3019 “suggests that it was important that the pupil was estab-
lishing a degree of independence and judgement at this stage of education…. 
[T]his is a strong statement of control over the material of education and 
autonomy … in analysing and re-articulating it.”34

30  Cribiore, Gymnastics; Morgan, Education.
31  Cribiore, Writing, 51–52.
32  Cribiore, Gymnastics, 192–205; Morgan, Education, 308 (table 11), 313 (table 15), 320 

(table 21).
33  Cf. how Francesca Schironi (“Commentaries,” 403) speaks of “a process of osmosis, which 

started quite early, among contiguous sub-genres of scholarship.” Schironi concentrates 
on contents and themes, but scholarly procedures also recurred in di�ferent genres of 
scholarly literature.

34  Morgan, Education, 208.
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Homeric paraphrases on papyrus testify to the varied use of paraphrastic 
interpretations in educational and scholarly settings. These should not be 
taken as a distinct literary genre, though: the presence of paraphrastic inter-
pretations in a wide range of scholarly writings from the Hellenistic and 
Roman periods shows that paraphrase more regularly served as a didactic, 
scholarly, and compositional technique rather than a separate genre of schol-
arly literature.

2 Paraphrase at Qumran

To show how paraphrastic Qumran writings compare to the types of para-
phrase we ��nd in Greek scholarship and education I will treat three Qumran 
scrolls that paraphrase parts of the Pentateuch. 4Q422 paraphrases selected 
passages from Genesis and Exodus. 4Q370 combines a paraphrase of Gen 6–9 
with non-scriptural admonitory material. 4Q158, ��nally, often remains close 
to its base texts, but at the same time exhibits clear exegetical tendencies and 
develops its own narrative.

Torleif Elgvin and Emanuel Tov classi��ed 4Q422 as a “paraphrase of Genesis 
and Exodus.” More speci��cally, the manuscript paraphrases Gen 1–3 (creation), 
Gen 6–9 (the ��ood), and Exod 1–12 (the exodus).35 The assertion in 4Q422 1:6 
that God “made [the heavens and all] their host through [His] word” sum-
marises God’s acts as described in Gen 1–2.36 4Q422 1:8 combines the expres-
sions “living creature” (נפש החיה) (written as one word) and “creeping thing” 
 which both occur in Gen 1–2 but never in conjunction,38 into the 37,(רמש)
new formulation “living creatures and creeping things” (נפ]֯ש החיה ו̇הרמש).39 
4Q422 2:11 renders “never again shall there be a ��ood to destroy the earth” (ולא 
 Gen 9:11) as “(that) there will never again be a ��ood to ;יהיה עוד מבל לשחת הארץ
destroy the earth” (לוא עוד] היות מבול[ לשחת הארצ). In 4Q422 3:2–3, the manu-
script o�fers a shorter formulation of Exod 1:22, paraphrasing “then Pharaoh 

35  The scroll probably contained more material, as the left margin of column 3 shows signs 
of stitches. See Elgvin and Tov, djd 13:417. For an image see https://www.deadseascrolls
.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-358930.

36  Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 88 suggest that this formulation goes back to Ps 33:6. 
However, the phrase can more easily be explained as a summarising paraphrase of God’s 
acts of creation on the part of the composer(s) of 4Q422.

37  Bible translations follow esv.
.Gen 1:21, 24–26, 28, 30 :רמ״ש ;Gen 1:20, 24, 30; 2:7, 19 :נפש חיה  38
39  Text follows Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 86. They suggest some scriptural passages 

which may have in��uenced the formulation in 4Q422, but none of these parallels seems 
decisive.
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commanded all his people, ‘Every boy that is born to the Hebrews you shall 
cast into the Nile, but you shall let every daughter live’” as “and they threw their 
sons into the Nile.” These examples show that 4Q422 often remains close to its 
base text, which it paraphrases in a fairly straightforward fashion.

Even so, Elgvin and Tov’s classi��cation of 4Q422 as a paraphrase has been 
challenged on two main grounds.40 First, 4Q422 is selective in the base texts 
it paraphrases. Rather than Genesis and Exodus in their entirety 4Q422 para-
phrases key episodes in the history of Israel. For that reason, Dorothy Peters 
holds, “[t]he title given by the o���cial editors is misleading.”41 Second, not-
withstanding its generally straightforward paraphrases, 4Q422 also moves 
beyond its base texts and exhibits ties with other ancient Jewish writings. 
Elgvin has shown that 4Q422’s treatment of creation is indebted to Ps 8, as 
well as to Instruction and Words of the Luminaries;42 and Tov has pointed 
out that 4Q422’s discussion of the exodus mimics Pss 78 and 105.43 For Moshe 
Bernstein, these “overtones of psalmodic wisdom” “undermin[e] even further 
the classi��cation ‘paraphrase’.”44

Whether or not we agree with Peters’s and Bernstein’s arguments depends 
on how we de��ne paraphrase. As I see it, the selective contents of 4Q422 do 
not preclude its classi��cation as a paraphrase. The Greek paraphrases adduced 
above are also selective. It is unlikely that PSI 12.1276 contained a paraphrase 
of the whole Iliad; it probably focused on Il. 2, or even only on the Catalogue 
of Ships. Similarly, Bodleian Greek Inscription 3019 likely contained only 
Il. 1 or parts of it. These selections re��ect the centrality of Il. 1 and 2 in Greek 
education: these were amongst the ��rst texts beginning students would read, 
just as the accounts of creation, the ��ood, and the exodus may well have been 
amongst the ��rst narratives ancient Jewish students would encounter. The 
intertextual links between 4Q422 and other ancient Jewish writings, includ-
ing the Psalms, do contrast with the style of Greek paraphrases, where para-
phrastic interpretations never contain Homeric language.45 Yet perhaps the 
prominence of paraphrase in rhetorical training, where the procedure served 

40  Hindy Najman and Eibert Tigchelaar (“Preparatory Study,” 313–14) have drawn attention 
to the broader problem of classifying manuscripts in relation to their base texts, as if their 
interpretative nature were the main de��ning feature of these manuscripts.

41  Peters, Noah, 140. Cf. Bernstein, “Contours,” 81.
42  Elgvin, “Admonition,” 186–89; Elgvin, “Genesis.” On the close connection between 4Q422 

and Words of the Luminaries see also Chazon, “Creation”; also brie��y  Tigchelaar, “Eden,” 
53–54.

43  Tov, “Exodus.”
44  Bernstein, “Contours,” 80. Similarly García Martínez, “Interpretations,” 40.
45  For an explanation of this di�ference see the section on “Language and Authorship” below.
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the purpose of developing one’s own abilities in literary composition, should 
caution against making too much of this: paraphrase often featured as part of 
other literary works, which can easily borrow formulations from other writings 
to develop their own arguments.

The selections that 4Q422 makes ful��l didactic aims. Concentrating on the 
creation, ��ood, and exodus episodes, the manuscript teaches its readers about 
God’s mighty deeds in history; cf. 4Q422 1:6 (creation); 2:8–9 (puri��cation 
through the ��ood); 2:10 (the sign of the rainbow46); 2:12 (establishment of the 
times of night and day); 3:3–5 (the sending of Moses and Aaron with “signs and 
miracles”); 3:6–12 (the plagues). The refrain “to make known the glory of the 
Most High/God” (4 ;למען דעת כבוד עליון/אלQ422 2:8–9; 3:7) captures the aim of 
these references to God’s mighty deeds. Its overall purpose de��nes 4Q422, in 
Devorah Dimant’s words, as “an anthology of biblical episodes, composed for 
edifying purposes.”47 Just as Pss 78 and 105, and similar to retellings of history 
in the Acts of the Apostles, 4Q422 paraphrases scriptural passages that illus-
trate the mighty acts of God in history with the purpose of imparting knowl-
edge about God’s deeds in history.

The physicality of 4Q422 might support a didactic use of this manuscript. 
The hand of 4Q422 can be classi��ed as trained: letter shapes are neat and rect-
angular, which implies a certain degree of scribal training and an attempt at 
neat execution. At the same time, the scribe of 4Q422 appears to have been 
careless at times. Spaces between words are regularly omitted (נפ]֯שהחיה in 
 in 3:950); medial tsades, kaphs, and pes occur בלירא[ה] in 2:5;49 צו]֯העליו 48;1:8
in ��nal position (מעצ in 1:10; הארצ in 2:3; ואספ in 9 1; רארכ in Q 1);51 and ��nal 

46  The appearance of the rainbow is here probably described as an act of God; cf. Feldman 
and Goldman, Scripture, 99, who argue convincingly that God is the subject of the 
verb ויאר.

47  Dimant, “Introduction,” 10.
48  See Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 87.
49  See Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 94.
50  Tov (Practices, 134) refers to this reading as an example of the joining of a short preposi-

tion to the word with which it belongs. This observation is clearly correct; yet Feldman 
and Goldman’s reconstructions suggest that the scribe of 4Q422 omitted word spaces also 
in less straightforward cases.

51  Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 102 read ויופכ in 3:7, but this seems incorrect. Elgvin and 
Tov, djd 13:429 correctly have ויופך. This use of non-��nal letters is particularly prone to 
occur in manuscripts that re��ect other features of the “Qumran Scribal Practice,” includ-
ing 4Q422 (Tov, Practices, 230–34). It may be attributed to the developing distinction 
between ��nal and non-��nal letters, which had not been completed by the time 4Q422 
was written, rather than the skill of its scribe. At the same time, Tov (Practices, 232) points 
out that most non-��nal letters in ��nal position occur with short, monosyllabic words, 
“indicating that these words were not viewed simply as independent units.” This is not the 
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mems feature in medial position (פ[רי]הםה ,בבתיהםה, and מ̇קנ̇יהםה in 3:8–9).52 
Interlinear additions, seemingly in the same hand as the body of the manu-
script, also appear (2:2a; G 2a). Taken together, these features show that 4Q422 
is the work of a well-trained, but still somewhat careless individual. This could 
be a professional scribe with little to no interest in the contents of the manu-
script; but it could also be an advanced student, who copied this text—perhaps 
as an exercise—and corrected his own work, possibly under the guidance of a 
tutor.53 Though certainty remains beyond reach, such a background for the 
scribe of 4Q422 would ��t the didactic and edifying aims of paraphrase in this 
manuscript.

In her edition of 4Q370, Carol Newsom labelled this manuscript 
“4QAdmonition on the Flood.”54 The work preserved in this manuscript, of 
which a second copy was recovered from Masada,55 exhibits several sugges-
tive parallels with 4Q422. Bernstein has noted that in both 4Q422 and 4Q370 
“God’s actions seem to be the focus of the author’s attention.”56 Both manu-
scripts paraphrase elements from Gen 6–9 and use similar terms, most of 
them adopted from their base texts.57 What is more, both 4Q422 and 4Q370 
contain the expression “evil intention” ([רע]יצר לבם ̊ה in 4Q370 1:3; ̇ביוצר רע in 
4Q422 1:12) as paraphrases of Gen 6:5; 8:21. Both writings, ��nally, exhibit a sapi-
ential tenor and o�fer instruction to their readers, even if the contents of this 
instruction may di�fer.58

case in 4Q422, which might indicate that the scribe may still not have been a professional 
who had ��nished his training.

52  Tov (Practices, 232) remarks that this use of ��nal mem in penultimate position shows 
that “the scribe at ��rst wrote the standard short pronominal su���x … but subsequently 
remembered that he should have written the long one.”

53  Elgvin (“How”) has suggested that the columns in 4Q422 were both wide and small, which 
may point to a context of travel or knowledge dissemination. I agree with Elgvin that 
small scrolls may have belonged to traveling teachers, having recently made an argu-
ment along these lines for 4Q169 (Hartog, “4Q169”). In the case of 4Q422, however, Elgvin 
(“How,” 228) surmises the small size of its columns from the limited length of the entire 
scroll (“Such a tiny scroll could not have high columns”). Though Elgvin may still be right, 
there is insu���cient evidence to be certain on this point, and the manuscript is rightly 
absent from Tov’s (Practices, 84–86) list of “leather scrolls with a small writing block.”

54  Newsom, djd 19:85–97. See now also the edition in Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 
43–72.

55  Tigchelaar, “Identi��cation.”
56  Bernstein, “Pentateuchal Interpretation,” 21.
57  On 4Q370’s relationship with Gen 6–9 see Newsom, djd 19:87–88.
58  Newsom (djd 19:88) points to the absence of Noah from 4Q370 and persuasively suggests 

that “the author” of this manuscript “is interested in the ��ood as a story of disobedience 
and punishment rather than, e.g., a story of the deliverance of the righteous.” Bernstein 
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4Q370 also di�fers from 4Q422 in several regards. Firstly, 4Q370 exhibits 
more explicit intertextual connections with other ancient Jewish writings, 
including some Qumran scrolls. Direct links seem to exist between 4Q370 and 
Ezek 36:19–33,59 4Q185,60 and the Hymn to the Creator in 11QPsa 26:13.61 Not all 
of these connections are equally evident. Mika Pajunen has argued that 4Q185 
goes back to 4Q370 rather than the other way around,62 and the case of 4Q370 
and the Hymn to the Creator is not yet settled.63 Even so, compared to 4Q422, 
4Q370 tends to make more explicit use of other writings, such as Ezek 36, in its 
paraphrases of Genesis. Secondly, 4Q370 exhibits a more pronounced agenda 
than 4Q422,64 to the extent that Florentino García Martínez remarked:

[T]he author … did not intend to retell the story, but gives a summary 
partially using the wording of the biblical text…. The Biblical text is still 
perceptible in the new text, but the author has transformed the concrete 
narrative into a general paradigm: God’s generosity, exempli��ed in the 
creation/giving of the land, is answered by human rebellion, and the 
rebellion is inevitably followed by divine punishment, as exempli��ed by 
the Flood.65

4Q370 indeed displays Deuteronomistic overtones. The supralinear addition 
“they will eat and be satis��ed” (וישבעו -in 1:1 alludes with the follow (יוכלו 
ing “and they will bless” (ויברכ֯ו) to Deut 8:10—the only place in the Hebrew 
Bible where these verbs occur together with the same subject.66 The idea that 
God’s people, having eaten and being satis��ed, will turn their back on him 
is a Deuteronomistic notion. Immediately after Moses’s exhortation that the 
Israelites “shall eat and be full, and … bless the Lord [their] God for the good 
land he has given [them]” (Deut 8:10) follows the admonition: “Take care lest 
you forget the Lord your God by not keeping his commandments and his rules 

(“Contours,” 81–82) notes that this distinguishes 4Q370 from 4Q422, where Noah is 
present.

59  Newsom, djd 19:88–89.
60  Newsom, djd 19:89–90.
61  Newsom, djd 19:87, 91–92.
62   Pajunen, “Synthesis.”
63  So Go�f, Discerning, 258 n. 148. Cf. Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 48 n. 19.
64  The possibility should also be kept in mind that this assessment re��ects the state of pres-

ervation of 4Q422 and 4Q370 rather than their original contents. In the case of 4Q370, 
we have non-paraphrastic material in column 2 (see below), which makes the particular 
agenda of this writing more pronounced.

65  García Martínez, “Interpretations,” 43, 46.
66  Newsom, djd 19:92. See the helpful discussion of the syntactical position of the supralin-

ear addition in Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 46–48.
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and his statues, which I command you today” (Deut 8:11).67 In line with this 
Deuteronomistic outlook, 4Q370 stresses remembrance of God’s covenant 
ברית :1:7) יזכור  נפל]אות :and the wonders God did (2:7 (ל]מען  -as a rem (זכרו 
edy for straying from God’s commandments. 4Q370’s paraphrase of the ��ood 
narrative aims to impart knowledge about God’s deeds and his covenant and 
persuade its readers to walk in his ways. Lastly, 4Q370, unlike 4Q422, includes 
non-paraphrastic material. Column 2 of 4Q370 exhibits close parallels with 
4Q185 (Sapiential Admonitions B). These parallels and the presence of com-
mands in this column (2:7: נפל[אות ה׳ :2:9 ;זכרו  דבר[י  ֯ת̇מרו   suggest that (֯אל 
4Q370 2 contains a sapiential admonition.68 The Genesis paraphrase in col-
umn 1 is, thus, part of a larger literary composition, which is not entirely para-
phrastic in character.

As with 4Q422, the physical features of 4Q370 might re��ect a didactic use 
for this manuscript. Feldman and Goldman note di�ferences between the 
handwriting in the ��rst and the second columns of 4Q370: “[T]he letters in 
col. ii are slightly larger (2–3 mm, at times 4 mm) than those in col. i (1.5–2 mm, 
occasionally 3 mm), are spaced less tightly and are inscribed more evenly.”69 
Moreover, spaces between words are sometimes missing in column 1 (כלנפש 
in 1:1; ֯כ֯י֯ע֯בר in 1:5; עלכן in 1:6), but not in column 2.70 Similarly, medial and ��nal 
mems are interchanged at times, but again only in column 1 (שמ in 1:2; םוסדי in 
 in 1:5). I would add that scribal corrections/supralinear additions are םט̇ר ;1:4
attested only in column 1: above line 1, the words וישבעו  are added, and יוכלו 
 ,is added above line 9. Ada Yardeni, whom Feldman and Goldman follow ]֯עשו
holds that the hands in the two columns are su���ciently similar to belong to 
one and the same scribe.71 Yet in view of the di�ferences between these col-
umns, I tentatively entertain an alternative. I argued with regard to 4Q422 that 
omissions of spaces between words and the interchange of medial and ��nal 
letters might point to a student’s work. If the same applies in 4Q370, 4Q370 
1 might be the work of an advanced student. The absence of these features 
and the slightly more elegant hand in column 2 might indicate that a scholar/
teacher was at work here. Perhaps this teacher was also responsible for the 

67  See also Deut 32:10 and Hos 13:6. Hosea exhibits a Deuteronomistic worldview itself, 
and this worldview has also made an impact on the Hosea pesharim from Qumran; see 
Hartog, Pesher, 150–51.

68  See Newsom, djd 19:95–97.
69  Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 43–44.
70  Feldman and Goldman (Scripture, 44) include a reading ֯כ[כ]֯לדרכיהם in 1:3. A close 

inspection of the plates (https://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/
B-295197) shows that what looks like a lamed is, in fact, a shade. Hence, Newsom’s 
(djd 19:90) reading ֯כ[כ]֯ל דרכיהם is correct.

71  See Feldman and Goldman, Scripture, 44 n. 3.
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corrections or additions in 4Q370 1. The fragmentary preservation of the man-
uscript cautions against pressing the case; yet we might have here a manu-
script that was penned by a student and his teacher and so would have ��tted 
an educational context.

4Q158 was published by John Allegro as a “Biblical Paraphrase,”72 but is now 
commonly known as 4QReworked Pentateuch A.73 It o�fers a paraphrase of a 
pre-Samaritan version of the book of Exodus.74 4Q158 is of particular interest 
for the topic of this article, as it combines di�ferent types of paraphrase, often 
within one and the same fragment.75 Some of these paraphrases come close to 
grammatical paraphrases, as they intend to solve grammatical/linguistic issues 
in their base texts (e.g., ֯לו in 1–2 5;76 לאמור in 1–2 14;77 את in 7 478). The addition 
of שתי in 1–2 13, often taken to re��ect halakhic debates, may also serve a gram-
matical purpose, as it solves the ambiguity of which hip sockets are meant 
in the commandment based on Gen 32:32.79 In 4Q158 7–8 7, mems are added 
above the line to change singular su���xes -כה to plural su���xes -כמה and have 
them correspond with surrounding su���xes. Related to these cases are para-
phrases that aid to resolve ambiguities or perceived gaps in the text (e.g., שמה 
in 1–2 3;80 ו]֯יאחזהו in 1–2 4;81 perhaps also the change from בע״ר [as in mt] to 
.(in 10–12 6–782 בע״ה

4Q158 also contains more elaborate paraphrases. The clearest instance fea-
tures in 4Q158 4. The phrase “according to the number of the twelve tribes of 
Israel” (ישראל] שבט֯י  עש֯ר  שנים   in line 3 corresponds with Exod 24:4 (למספר 
(with the addition of מספר); “in basins, and half of the blood he threw onto the 

72  Allegro, djd 5:1–6.
73  On the nomenclature see Brooke, “4Q158.”
74  See Zahn, Rethinking, 26 (with literature in n. 4); Zahn, “Samaritan Pentateuch.”
75  See Zahn, Rethinking, 25–74.
76  See Zahn, Rethinking, 35.
77  See Zahn, Rethinking, 35.
78  See Zahn, Rethinking, 35–36.
79  For this reading see Teeter, Laws, 31–32. For a “halakhic” reading of this variant see 

Bernstein, “What” 494–95; Zahn, Rethinking, 36. To be sure, the two explanations are not 
mutually exclusive: grammatical ambiguity could trigger linguistic discussions which 
had, or would later be considered to have, halakhic consequences.

80  See Zahn, Rethinking, 35–36.
81  See Zahn, Rethinking, 36.
82  Zahn (Rethinking, 69) explains the use of בע״ה in 4Q158 as “a continuation of the appar-

ent impulse, evident in sp, to avoid this root [i.e. בע״ר meaning “to graze,” pbh] in favor 
of the less ambiguous בעה.” Teeter (Laws, 47–48) has shown, however, that mt witnesses 
an alternation of the two roots (as does sp; see Zahn, Rethinking, 68–69), whereas 4Q158 
(which consistently uses בע״ה) and 4Q366 (which consistently uses בע״ר) represent har-
monistic treatments of their Vorlagen.
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altar” (̇וחצ[י ה]דם זרק על ֯המזב[ח באגונות) in line 5 corresponds with Exod 24:6.83 
Line 4 must therefore correspond with Exod 24:5. Yet it does not contain the 
verse, but a paraphrase of it: “and he o�fered the burnt-o�fering on the altar” 
paraphrases “he sent young men of the people of Israel, who o�fered burnt 
o�ferings and sacri��ced peace o�ferings of oxen to the Lord.” Fragment 14 may 
contain an extensive paraphrase of Exod 6 and 15, though these passages are 
not quoted verbatim.84 Fragment 3 may also contain a paraphrase, possibly of 
Gen 47:29–30.85

In addition to these paraphrases, 4Q158 employs many other resources or 
compositional techniques in its retellings. Detailed studies by Michael Segal, 
Daniel Falk, and Molly Zahn have identi��ed these resources and shown that 
their use in 4Q158 follows certain principles.86 First, 4Q158 exhibits a special 
interest in speech acts. In 4Q158 1–2 7–9, the manuscript provides the words 
Jacob spoke after battling with his mysterious opponent; 4Q158 1–2 16 sup-
plies the words God had spoken to Moses (based on Exod 3);87 and 4Q158 4 
6 adduces the words that Moses read from the Book of Covenant. In 4Q158 6 
6, the manuscript adds “say to them” (אמו[ר] ֯להמה) to link two passages with 
each other; similarly in 4Q158 7–9 3, the addition “and the Lord said to Moses” 
 presents Deut 5:30–31, which is here inserted, as a speech (מושה ויאמר ה׳ אל)
act. Second, 4Q158 is sensitive to the literary qualities of its base texts, and 
many exegetical developments can be explained as smoothening the struc-
ture or the consistency of the Pentateuchal narrative. Like the other Reworked 
Pentateuch manuscripts and the Samaritan Pentateuch, 4Q158 draws links 
between passages that share a theme or certain keywords;88 harmonises con-
��icts between various passages;89 and contains additions, omissions, or altera-
tions which enhance the literary qualities of its base texts.

3 Greek and Qumran Paraphrase

This comparison yields one main similarity between Greek and Qumran textual 
scholarship. In the Greek tradition, paraphrase refers to a rather open-ended 

83  Reconstructions follow Allegro, djd 5:2.
84  Segal, “Exegesis,” 54–55; cf. Zahn, Rethinking, 59–62.
85  As suggested by Segal, “Exegesis,” 53–54; cf. Zahn, Rethinking, 62–63.
86  Segal, “Exegesis”; Falk, Parabiblical, 107–19; Zahn, Rethinking, 25–74.
87  Exod 4:28 mt merely refers to these words: “And Moses told Aaron all the words of the 

Lord, which he had sent to him.” 4Q158 1–2 16 adds: “saying: ‘When you bring out the 
[people]” (cf. Exod 3:12). See Segal, “Exegesis,” 51–52; Zahn, Rethinking, 45–48.

88  Segal, “Exegesis,” 47–51; Zahn, “Building.”
89  Segal, “Exegesis,” 58–59.
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scholarly and compositional technique that served the teaching of literacy and 
grammar, and of which trained authors or scholars could avail themselves as 
they wrote their scholarly or literary works. The Qumran scrolls testify to the 
use of compositional techniques very similar to Greek paraphrase, both in 
those manuscripts traditionally classi��ed as “Rewritten Bible/Scripture” and 
in those that have not been categorised in those terms. This supports the view 
of those who call for approaching the retelling of Scripture in ancient Judaism 
as a varied scribal/scholarly technique rather than a more or less distinct set of 
writings or manuscripts. It also raises the possibility of a connection between 
ancient Jewish and Greek education and textual scholarship.

At the same time, the di�ferences between Greek and Qumran paraphrases 
challenge at least a direct connection between these two traditions. Ancient 
Jewish writings need not adhere closely to the structure or integrity of their 
base texts. 4Q422 and 4Q370 do not paraphrase their entire base texts, but 
select passages that illustrate God’s mighty deeds in history. 4Q158 uses 
straightforward paraphrase alongside other composition techniques, includ-
ing the rearrangement, addition, or deletion of material. This may point to a 
di�ference in scale between Greek and Qumran paraphrase,90 although Theon’s 
example of Demosthenes’s paraphrase of Il. 9.593–594 calls for caution. Both 
Demosthenes and the Qumran manuscripts could be considered to use 
paraphrase—broadly understood—in the production of new literary works, 
and the distinction between the Greek and Qumran traditions may not be par-
ticularly pronounced.

The parallel between Demosthenes and the Qumran material nonetheless 
points to one clear di�ference between the two traditions. The type of para-
phrase Demosthenes produced belonged to the ��nal stage of education—that 
of rhetorical training. Even if we cannot be entirely certain about the edu-
cational career of those responsible for the Qumran material, the Qumran 
paraphrases treated here seem to belong at this level as well. But whereas the 
picture of Greek paraphrase is complemented by, e.g., paraphrastic school 
exercises on papyrus, showing the use of paraphrase on di�ferent educational 
levels, no such material exists at Qumran. Notwithstanding grammatical para-
phrases within larger literary unities (as in 4Q158), the Qumran material pre-
dominantly presents us, in Greek terms, with rhetorical paraphrase.

The style of Greek and Qumran paraphrases also di�fers. The authors of 
4Q422, 4Q370, and 4Q158—as well as many other Qumran scrolls—regularly 
paraphrase their base texts with terms taken from elsewhere in the Scriptures. 
A case in point is 4Q422, whose paraphrase of Gen 1–2 borrows from Ps 8 and 

90  As Molly Zahn suggested to me via email (d.d. 26 August 2019).
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whose description of the exodus is indebted to Pss 78 and 105. This is di�ferent 
in Greek paraphrase, where the formulation of the paraphrase is usually that 
of its author.

Finally, a key di�ference between these two traditions is the absence from 
ancient Jewish literature of a technical term for paraphrastic activity. As we have 
seen, the terms παράφρασις and paraphrasis are well-attested in Greek textual 
scholarship in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, but no parallel terms exist in 
ancient Judaism. Terms such as “rewriting,” “retelling,” “revision,” “reuse”91—or, 
in fact, “paraphrase,” when applied to the Qumran manuscripts—are modern 
concepts with which we try to capture what we see happening in the material. 
They do not necessarily match the views of ancient authors of what they 
thought they were doing.92

3.1 Language and Authorship
These di�ferences between Greek and Qumran paraphrase can be explained, 
I suggest, when we take note of the di�ferent linguistic situations in which 
Greek and Qumran paraphrase evolved and the di�ferent views on authorship 
that underlie these two traditions.

A key trigger for Greek textual scholarship was the di�ference between 
Homer’s Greek and the later koine. Time and again, scholars of the Homeric 
epics would stress the particularity of Homer’s language, and many scholarly 
practices—including paraphrase—underscored this di�ference by rendering 
Homer into koine Greek. In contrast, Jewish scholars in the Hellenistic and 
Roman periods did not seem to recognise such a distinction between their lan-
guage and earlier forms of Hebrew. This is not to say that diachronic develop-
ments in Hebrew were necessarily less profound than those in Greek, but to 
point out that ancient Jewish textual scholars did not thematise these develop-
ments in their writings.

Moreover, Greek scholarship adhered to a notion of authors as individuals 
with their own style and personality. This notion of authorship had a long and 
complicated pedigree,93 but it was well-established by the Hellenistic period. 
On this view, Greek literary works were commonly taken as the work of a par-
ticular author, even if the name of that author was unknown. Conversely, each 
author was taken to be responsible for a certain number of writings; pointing 

91  On the latter two terms see now Zahn, Genres.
92  Cf. Brooke, “Reading,” who addresses this point and suggests that the terms לקרוא בספר, 

 in 1QS constitute terms which the Qumran movement used לברך ביחד and ,לדרוש משפט
to refer to di�ferent aspects of their scriptural interpretations.

93  On Homer see Graziosi, Inventing.
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out forgeries was an important task of Greek scholarship. Jewish scholarship in 
Hebrew and Aramaic was less invested in such a “strong” notion of authorship. 
When it attributed Jewish writings from the Hellenistic and Roman periods to 
particular individuals, these were usually famed heroes from the past, such as 
Moses, Enoch, Ezra, or David.94 The works that were attributed to these indi-
viduals did not constitute closed corpora, but open-ended discourses.95

These di�ferences account for some of the dissimilarities between Greek and 
Qumran paraphrase. The absence of grammatical paraphrases from Qumran 
may echo the scholarly character of the Qumran collection and support Philip 
Alexander’s suggestion that Qumran constituted a “tertiary institution” for stu-
dents/scholars “who had had their basic education elsewhere.”96 Yet there may 
also be more banal factors at play: one of the raisons d’être for Greek gram-
matical paraphrase is the perceived gap between Homer’s language and koine 
Greek. As no such gap was perceived between classical and later Hebrew, 
grammatical paraphrases might have been considered super��uous in ancient 
Jewish scholarship.

The use of scriptural language in Jewish paraphrases in Hebrew and Aramaic 
re��ects the di�ferent takes on authorship in Greek and Qumran textual 
scholarship. For Jewish scholars writing in Hebrew or Aramaic, scriptural lan-
guage served as a means to write one’s work into the scriptural discourse—i.e. 
to continue the discourse of the base text. The pesharim, for instance, not only 
interpret prophetic base texts, but in their interpretations borrow formulation 
from prophetic and other passages in the Jewish Scriptures. Thus, the individ-
uals responsible for these commentaries create an intertextual web between 
their own works and the Scriptures and present their writings as continu-
ing their scriptural predecessors. Greek textual scholars, in contrast, did not 
emulate the language of their base texts in this way. Their interpretations and 
paraphrases were not phrased in Homeric language, but in the common koine. 
Moreover, these interpretations and paraphrases were often attributed to 
scholars known by name and thus distinguished from the Homeric discourse 
of their base texts.97 The strong notion of authorship that underlies Greek 
scholarship thus a�fected its methods and their application.

94  Ben Sira provides an exception. It is noteworthy, however, that the attribution to Ben Sira 
occurs only in the Greek prologue to the work and might thus re��ect Greek concepts of 
authorship. On Ben Sira as an author see Mroczek, Imagination, 51–85. Cf. also how Philo 
and Josephus, who were both intimately familiar with Greek intellectual culture, portray 
themselves as authors.

95  See Najman, Seconding; Mroczek, Imagination.
96  Alexander, “Literacy,” 14.
97  Literary writings, especially in the pre-Hellenistic period, may, however, emulate Homeric 

language and present themselves anonymously as participants in a Homeric discourse. 
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3.2 Qumran Paraphrase and Greek Education
Where does that leave us with regard to the similarities? The easy answer 
would be to acknowledge that these similarities are too broad to assume any 
connection between Greek and Qumran paraphrase. Yet I think there is more 
to say. To begin with, the type of Greek literate education that Cribiore and 
Morgan outlined was widespread across the Hellenistic and Roman worlds. 
Apart from those locations where we would expect it—Rome, Greece, Asia 
Minor—it is attested in Mesopotamia and Egypt, where local priests familia-
rised themselves with this type of learning. In Egypt, write Amin Benaissa and 
So��e Remijsen, “some priests could navigate comfortably between Greek and 
Egyptian literary cultures.”98 Even when such navigations were less comfort-
able, scholarly networks connected Egypt, Greece, and Mesopotamia, result-
ing in knowledge exchange and a mutual familiarity with di�ferent traditions 
of scholarship.99 Hence, in the Hellenistic and Roman periods, Greek scholar-
ship appears to have developed into a global scholarly tradition that united 
and incorporated local traditions, though without superseding them.

There are some indications that such interactions took place in Hellenistic 
and Roman Palestine as well. The contents of Qumran cave 7, which contained 
mainly Greek papyri, testify to the presence of Greek scholarship—in the form 
of translations—in Palestine in this period.100 Whereas this cave may be taken 
to have belonged to a single individual, possibly from Egypt,101 the presence 
of Greek material amongst the Qumran cave 4 material suggests that some of 
those who collected and/or used this material knew Greek. Matthew Richey’s 
proposal that Greek “occupied an important position in the Covenanters’ 
intramural and extramural economics”102 may support this, as it allows for at 
least a rudimentary knowledge of Greek among some of Qumran’s inhabitants. 
Finally, several literary writings from Hellenistic and Roman Palestine exhibit 
connections with Greek textual culture and scholarship. Even if we do not 
count those Jewish works in Greek that may stem from Palestine, we can point 
to 1 Maccabees—which was written in Hebrew, but translated into Greek, pre-
sumably in Palestine—or Jubilees, whose encyclopaedic character resembles 
a type of encyclopaedism characteristic of much of Hellenistic intellectual 
culture.103 It thus appears that Greek literate education and scholarship were 

The clearest example of this procedure is the Homeric Hymns. See Bergren, “Sacred 
Apostrophe.”

98  Benaissa and Remijsen, “Sound Body,” 387.
99  Popović, “Networks.”
100 Consider also the Aramaic translations recovered from the caves at and near Qumran.
101 As suggested by Stökl ben Ezra, “Old,” 323; cf. however, Popović, “Qumran,” 571.
102 Richey, “The Use of Greek at Qumran,” 197.
103 Hartog, “Jubilees.”
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not unknown in Hellenistic and Roman Palestine. If we accept my earlier 
suggestion of a didactic or educational function of 4Q422 and 4Q370, this 
raises the possibility that, in spite of the clear di�ferences between Greek and 
Qumran paraphrase, the use of paraphrase in these manuscripts and in 4Q158 
is indebted to Greek intellectual culture, though without necessarily assuming 
a Greek education for those who produced these manuscripts.

The main challenge to this scenario is, as Zahn has pointed out, “that par-
allel forms of rewriting are attested in neighboring cultures long before” the 
Persian period. In Mesopotamia, for example, “recon��guration of earlier tradi-
tions was a common practice” from the 2nd millennium bce onwards. This, 
for Zahn, suggests that “Israelite and Judean scribes might have been familiar 
with it from earliest times.”104 This may well be true. Some of the earliest works 
usually classi��ed as “Rewritten Scripture” (e.g., the book of Deuteronomy) pre-
date the Hellenistic period, and the type of paraphrase encountered in 4Q422, 
4Q370, and 4Q158 presumably did not originate in the Hellenistic era, but has 
a longer pedigree. At the same time, the Hellenistic and Roman periods saw an 
increasing interest in the narrative ��ow of ancient writings,105 as well as varied 
Jewish engagements with Greek textual scholarship, also in Palestine. In spite 
of its longer pedigree in ancient Israelite literary culture, therefore, the devel-
opment of ancient Jewish paraphrase into a prominent scholarly procedure 
in the Hellenistic and Roman periods may well have come about through an 
intricate dialogue with Greek intellectual culture.
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